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Front cover
Photo: Sumatran tiger forest cleared inside APP’s self-declared “Senepis Tiger Sanctuary”
inside the concession of PT. Suntara Gajapati, a wood supplier of SMG/APP in Riau Province.
The cleared forest stood on protected peat of more than 4 meters depth. CITES-protected
Ramin trees (Gonystylus sp.) remain standing. Photo taken by Eyes on the Forest at
2o0'52.39"N, 101o8’16.15”E on 11 January 2013.

Summary
In February 2013, Sinar Mas Group’s Asia Pulp & Paper (SMG/APP) published a “forest
conservation policy (FCP)” announcing “an end to the clearing of natural forest across its
entire supply chain in Indonesia”.
In response, Eyes on the Forest (EoF) assessed the policy’s conservation benefit on forests,
wildlife and peat soils in Riau. Since SMG/APP has not provided detailed data to civil society
organizations, EoF combined publicly available data with information collected over many
years of field investigations for its analysis.
EoF identified 21 pulpwood plantation supplier companies for SMG/APP in Riau. Their
concessions covered 929,204 ha and had 188,634 ha of natural forest remaining in 2012.
89% of the remaining forest should not be cleared as it is protected by law, an extra 8% is
protected by APP’s own previous commitments. The company’s new policy at most protects
an additional 5,171 ha. These forests are small fragments scattered across several
concessions, possibly too small to make a meaningful contribution to ecosystem
conservation or even to survive.
EoF also assessed the legality and impact of almost three decades of natural forest pulping
by SMG/APP on forests, wildlife and peat soils in Riau. SMG/APP suppliers’ concessions lost
683,281 ha of natural forest between 1985 and 2012. Of that, 77% was lost in legally
questionable ways as these forests had been protected by the TGHK spatial plan, the >3m
peat depth limit, and/or the 10% minimum concession forest cover limit. 83% was lost in
Sumatran tiger and elephant habitats, 77% was lost on peat.
The policy does not cover the restoration of these “protected yet lost” forests, forests in
habitat of critically endangered species, or the rehabilitation of the peat soils, many of which
continue to cause carbon emissions as they are constantly being drained to maintain and
harvest acacia plantations. At the same time, SMG/APP commissioned much advertised High
Conservation Value assessments for concessions in which planned deforestation had been
completed and practically all remaining forest was already protected. Without restoration
commitment, these assessments carry little if any value.
Despite previous public commitments by APP to become a 100% plantation wood company
by 2004, 2007 and 2009, the annual average speed of forest loss in suppliers’ concessions
did not slow down significantly between 1995 and 2011. The exception was between 2007
and 2009, when a province-wide police investigation into alleged illegal logging by the pulp
& paper industry, including SMG/APP suppliers, caused a quasi-moratorium of forest
clearance in Riau. Forest loss dramatically slowed from 2011, indicating SMG/APP’s suppliers
had almost exhausted their available natural forest supplies before the policy announcement.
A recent analysis of government wood supply data up to this year by Indonesian CSO
Greenomics concluded that APP announced its FCP after their suppliers ran out of forests to
pulp in Riau and two other provinces in Sumatra.
In conclusion, SMG/APP’s FCP has come too late for the tropical ecosystems damaged in the
suppliers’ concessions in Sumatra. Combined with the lack of a restoration commitment, the
conservation benefits of the policy for the company’s main operational area Sumatra are
minimal. The same may also be true for areas controlled by SMG/APP suppliers in Kalimantan.
This still needs to be thoroughly evaluated. The process is delayed because detailed data
from the company are not available.
The policy also lacks another essential commitment. It allows MTH to be delivered to
SMG/APP mills indefinitely, creating a loophole that suppliers may utilize to feed wood into
the mills from new deforestation in violation of the policy. Historically, various suppliers have
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delivered very large volumes of MTH from legally questionable clearance and potential High
Conservation Value Forests to SMG/APP mills. Recent news that two APP suppliers in West
Kalimantan violated the company’s moratorium vindicates concerns that MTH harvested in
violation of the FCP may be “laundered” into pulp mills.
EoF calls on SMG/APP to restore selected peatlands and forests lost in protected, High
Carbon Stock and High Conservation Value areas in suppliers’ concessions; stop accepting all
tropical forest fiber at all mills by 5 May 2013; mitigate the damages their roads and canals
cause to surrounding natural forests, peat soils and wildlife; and provide detailed information
on existing and new concession areas and mill expansion plans in Indonesia to allow truly
independent monitoring and evaluation of conservation benefits of the FCP.
EoF recommends that APP buyers and other business partners not buy SMG/APP’s products
and support their business until truly independent monitoring has confirmed that the
company has met the above calls and successfully implemented them.
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Introduction
The Sinar Mas Group’s Asia Pulp & Paper (SMG/APP) published its “Forest Conservation Policy”
(FCP) on 5 February 2013 announcing “an end to the clearing of natural forest across its
entire supply chain in Indonesia, with immediate effect”1.
Eyes on the Forest (EoF) welcomes that announcement in principal. But what does it actually
mean?
If implemented – as many similar announcements in the past have not been2 – SMG/APP’s
expansion should not harm any more Indonesian forests, at least not directly. But how soon
and by how much will the company expand its operations? SMG/APP appears to have been
grabbing land faster than anybody else in the industry. Apparently enough land that the
company announced it has enough plantation supply for its yet to be built new super mill in
South Sumatra 3 . Will there be even further expansion? Or has the company reached
saturation and had decided to consolidate its assets and work with what it has to maximize
productivity of its plantations?
What does the FCP actually mean for the vast stretches of land the company controls either
directly or through supply partnerships, for the ecosystems impacted by SMG/APP’s almost
three decades of pulping in Sumatra, Indonesia?
The company has not provided many answers. During several SMG/APP “socialization”
meetings on the FCP, the company did not provide details, nor GIS data, on the status of
natural forest cover in its suppliers’ concessions or its corporate expansion plans.
Upon closer review, the FCP also lacks several essential commitments. SMG/APP did not
commit to stop pulping mixed tropical hardwood fiber (MTH). Its mills can receive MTH
indefinitely, creating a loophole suppliers may utilize to feed wood into the mills from new
deforestation in violation of the FCP. SMG/APP did not commit to protect remaining forests
from outside forces or to undo the long-term negative impacts company practices have had
on peat soils, forests and biodiversity. Poachers and encroachers can continue to enter
remaining forests via the company’s logging corridors. Drainage canals will continue to dry
up peat soil and cause carbon emissions4, 5. Wildlife will continue to lack essential habitats
like migration corridors and safe retreats.
EoF has been tracking SMG/APP for many years and today
(1)
reports on the impact the operations of SMG/APP’s suppliers in Riau, Sumatra have
had on forests, wildlife and peat soils,
(2)
identifies potential legal issues of past operations like compliance with the province’s
spatial plan, development of deep peat soils and minimum forest cover requirements,
and
(3)
evaluates the conservation benefits of the FCP for the forests of Riau, the epicenter of
SMG/APP’s pulp production for almost three decades.
Analyses
were
also
published
on
EoF’s
interactive
on-line
GIS
(http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id), which is utilizing Google Earth’s Maps Engine platform
to allow stakeholders evaluate some aspects of SMG/APP’s new forest policy themselves and
monitor its implementation.
EoF will update its database regularly as information from other provinces and new details
about existing concessions becomes available.
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Methods
Due to the lack of company supplied data, EoF combined publicly available data with
information collected over many years of field investigations6 for this analysis.
EoF identified the companies and their respective concession blocks from which logs have
been supplied to SMG/APP’s mills in the past based on company information released since
operations began and EoF investigations. Companies may own several concessions and each
concession may consist of several distinct blocks (concession blocks). The concession blocks
were mapped on EoF’s web GIS (http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id) and hyperlinked to
relevant reports.
For each concession, EoF calculated










Lost and remaining natural forest cover between 1985 and 2012 based on visual
interpretation of Landsat images7 and existing scientific data8. EoF used its published
2012 forest cover for the analysis (http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id). The satellite
images on which the 2012 analysis was based were taken months before 1 February
2013, the date when SMG/APP’s moratorium on all forest clearance started. EoF thus
likely underestimated deforestation in concession blocks that were being cleared until
the date of the moratorium. Because of that, EoF conducted one spot check of SMG/APP’s
PT Suntara Gajapati concession using satellite images taken in 2013. EoF alleges that
clearing of forest below a 10% total coverage in any given concession block is illegal as
HTI concessions are required by law to protect a minimum 10% forest coverage as
“conservation area”9.
Lost and remaining elephant and tiger habitat based on “original” Sumatran elephant10
and tiger11 distribution ranges identified by scientists and compiled by EoF. They are
both “Critically Endangered” according to IUCN 12 and represent “High Conservation
Value 1.2”13. Scientists published the first comprehensive map of tiger ranges only 12
years after SMG/APP started its operations. EoF thus likely underestimated the
company’s impact on tiger habitat.
Lost and remaining peat forest based on published information on peat distribution and
depth 14 , 15 . EoF alleges that natural forest on peat more than 3 meters deep are
protected, their clearing has been legally highly controversial16, 17. EoF used the only
peat depth data set available for Riau, applying its two depth classes 2-4 meters and >4
meters as criteria for this analysis.
Lost and remaining protected forests based on Riau’s active TGHK spatial plan (Forest
Land Use Agreement, Ministry of Forestry 1986)18. EoF alleges that natural forest zoned
by the TGHK as “Natural Forest Reserve & Tourism (HSA-W)”, “Protection Forest (HL)”
and “Limited Production Forest (HPT)” are protected from clear-cutting and clearance of
such forest has been illegal19.
Lost and remaining protected forests based on SMG/APP’s previous conservation
commitments, including protection of High Conservation Value Forests the company
committed to in 2004 20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , and protection of forests in UNESCO Giam Siak
Kecil-Bukit Batu Biosphere Reserve 24 , Senepis Tiger Sanctuary 25 , 26 , 27 , 28 , 29 and
Kampar Carbon Reserve 30 , 31 , 32 . EoF assumed that any clearing of such forests
constitutes a violation of corporate commitments.

EoF then estimated the FCP’s conservation benefit for forests in SMG/APP suppliers’
concession blocks in Riau: how much natural forest would it save that was not already
protected by law and / or by conservation commitments SMG/APP had made in the past.
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Results
1. SMG/APP supplier companies and their concession blocks
EoF identified 47 concession blocks, with a total mapped area of 929,204 ha, owned by 21
companies who have supplied wood to SMG/APP in Riau province alone (Appendix 1,
“Pulpwood concessions (HTI): APP” at http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id). Following, in part,
SMG/APP’s terminology, EoF grouped these companies into four categories:
A. Five companies, publicly declared by SMG/APP as its “own” suppliers33, 34, owned a total
mapped area35 of 509,564 ha. For these concessions, APP had issued a “forest clearance
moratorium” on 5 June 2012 after completing forest clearance operations36, 37. [PT. Arara
Abadi, PT. Riau Abadi Lestari, PT. Satria Perkasa Agung, PT. Satria Perkasa Agung
Serapung and PT. Satria Perkasa Agung & KTH Sinar Merawang.]
B. Six companies, publicly declared by SMG/APP as its “independent” suppliers38, owned a
total mapped area of 183,993 ha. For these concessions, APP had issued a “forest
clearance moratorium” on 1 February 2013. [PT. Balai Kayang Mandiri, PT. Bina Duta
Laksana, PT. Riau Indo Agropalma, PT. Ruas Utama Jaya, PT. Suntara Gajapati and PT.
Mutiara Sabuk Khatulistiwa. The last company only has a “selective logging concession”
license. With or without the moratorium, large scale forest clearance and plantation
development should not happen.]
C. Six companies, publicly identified by SMG/APP as “independent” suppliers39, owned a
total mapped area of 175,493 ha. APP called these concessions “full HTI”, implying they
already completed natural forest clearance operation and are only operating in
established plantation areas. [PT. Bina Daya Bentala, PT. Bukit Batu Hutani Alam, PT.
Mitra Hutani Jaya, PT. Perawang Sukses Perkasa Industri, PT. Rimba Mandau Lestari and
PT. Sakato Pratama Makmur.]
D. Four companies, for which SMG/APP provides no association information but which had
been identified by Eyes on the Forest investigators as wood suppliers to APP, owned a
total mapped area of 60,154 ha. [This category includes PT. Artelindo Wiratama who has
been clearing Sumatran tiger forest in Bukit Tigapuluh for years to supply MTH to APP40,
41
, PT. Dexter Timber Perkasa Indonesia who self-declares as “Sinar Mas Group”42, PT.
Putra Riau Perkasa which APP declared as “Kampar Carbon Reserve43” and PT. Inhil
Hutani Pratama who was identified as APP supplier by the Riau Provincial police44.]
The above companies were not the only suppliers of MTH to SMG/APP’s PT. Indah Kiat Pulp &
Paper (IKPP) mill in Riau in the past. MTH supplies from “unrecognized suppliers” without
industrial timber plantation concessions (HTI) have been significant. EoF estimates that IKPP
alone pulped about 1.4 million ha of forest by 201045, much more than the total concession
area of the “recognized and identified HTI suppliers” in Riau above. That included supplies
from clearing natural forests for oil palm plantation development, infrastructure or other
non-forestry activities. Origin, legality and environmental impact of these supplies have been
much more difficult to identify, trace and ultimately control46, 47, 48.
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2. Status Quo: Deforestation of SMG/APP suppliers’ concession blocks
Details of this analysis are available online at http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id
(“Concession deforestation” layers). In summary, in Riau Province, SMG/APP suppliers lost a
total of 683,281 ha of natural forest in their concessions since the company began pulping in
1984. EoF analyzed which of the often overlapping categories contributed to how much of the
total forest loss:
•

•
•
•

•

•

569,920 ha (83%) were lost inside the ranges of Sumatran tigers and elephants (Map 1,
“Concession deforestation: wildlife ranges” at http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id).
Historical data on elephant ranges since 1985 show declines in herd and range size in the
Senepis, Libo, Giam Siak Kecil and Bukit Tigapuluh areas where APP suppliers have been
clearing natural forest (Map 2)49. Human and tiger conflicts, likely due to the loss of forest
habitat, have been rampant resulting in the loss of lives on both sides50.
17,254 ha (3%) were lost in HCVF blocks which APP promised to protect in 2004.
1,714 ha (0.3%) were lost inside “Senepis Tiger Sanctuary”.
170,382 ha (25%) were lost inside UNESCO Giam Siak Kecil-Bukit Batu Biosphere
Reserve, 3,255 ha in the core area, 7,081 ha in the transition area and the rest in the
buffer zone.
525,722 ha (77%) were lost on peat soil (Map 3, “Concession deforestation: peat soils” at
http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id). These deforested peat soil continues to emit
greenhouse gas every day, especially under pulpwood plantation management.
525,856 ha (77%) were lost in three legally questionable ways, which overlap in part:
o 301,084 ha (44%) were lost on peat soil 2-4 and >4m deep even though clearing of
forest on peat >3m deep has historically been legally highly controversial (Map 3,
“Concession deforestation: peat soils” at http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id).
o 247,401 ha (36%) were forests lost even though they were legally protected by the
TGHK spatial plan as HSA-W, HL and/or HPT zones (Map 4, “Concession deforestation:
land use plan” at http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id).
o 27,496 ha (4%) were lost bringing the respective concession blocks’ forest cover
below the legally required 10% forest cover limit51.

SMG/APP has a long history of broken promises about the year it would exclusively rely on
plantation fiber: APP has been pulping natural forest fiber until today, long beyond the 200452,
200753 and 200954 target years it had promised (Figure 1).

871,915 ha in 1985
(94% of the total
concession area)
683,281 ha

188,634 ha in 2012
(20% of the total
concession area)
after the loss of
683,281 ha (78%)

Figure 1.—Decline of natural forest cover inside APP suppliers’ concessions after APP started
to produce pulp in 1984.
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Our analysis shows that the annual average speed of forest loss in suppliers’ concessions did
not decline significantly between 1995 and 2011. The exception is between 2007 and 2009,
when a province-wide police investigation into alleged illegal logging by the pulp & paper
industry, including SMG/APP suppliers, caused a quasi-moratorium of forest clearance in
Riau55, 56. After high forest losses until 2011, forest loss dramatically slowed from 2011 to
the same rate as during the moratorium. Finding that most of the forest remaining in 2012
was protected by law or by APP’s previous commitments (next chapter), EoF concludes that
APP’s suppliers in Riau had exhausted the natural forest available to them before the FCP
announcement.
Greenomics analyzed official data by the Ministry of Forestry on the volume of natural forest
wood supplies to APP mills up to 2013. The company’s so-called group B suppliers in Riau,
Jambi and South Sumatra falling under APP’s 1 February 2013 clearance moratorium all had
exhausted their natural forest before the policy announcement57. Greenomics concluded “It
would appear that commitment to the New APP Forest Conservation Policy was delayed until
the clearance of natural forest and forest peatland for the development of pulpwood
plantations had been completed.”

Map 1.—Forest lost and forest remaining inside the ranges of Sumatran tigers and elephants
overlapping with SMG/APP suppliers’ concessions.
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Senepis
Giam Siak Kecil
Libo

Bukit
Tigapuluh

Map 2.—Elephant ranges in Riau between 1985 and 2007 from WWF Indonesia (2008).

Map 3.—Forest lost and forest remaining on top of peat of various depths inside SMG/APP
suppliers’ concessions.
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Map 4.—Forest lost and forest remaining inside zones of government’s TGHK spatial plan
that protect natural forest from clearing, overlapping with SMG/APP suppliers’ concessions.

3. Status Quo: Forest remaining in SMG/APP suppliers’ concession blocks
Details of this analysis are available online at http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id
(“Concession deforestation” layers). In summary, SMG/APP suppliers’ concessions had a
total of 188,634 hectares of natural forest remaining, with an average forest cover of 20%.
Only 6,673 hectares of the 188,634 hectares could still be cleared because they are not
protected by law or previous commitments made by the company (Figure 2, Map 5, Appendix
1).
The rest, 97% of the forest remaining in 2012, should not be cleared because of legal
protection (89%) and corporate conservation commitments (8%). Several of these
protection categories apply for the same forest block. The summary below lists how much
forest falls into each category:
•

•

•
•

42,934 ha (23%) should not be cleared because they are zoned for protection (HSA-W
and HL) and for selective logging (HPT) by government’s TGHK spatial plan (Map 4,
“Concession deforestation: land use plan” at http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id).
140,721 ha (75%) should not be cleared because they are on peat 2-4 and >4m deep
(legal limit >3m depth) (Map 3, “Concession deforestation: peat soils” at
http://maps.eyesontheforest.or.id).
65,424 ha (35%) should not be cleared because they are protected by the 10% minimum
forest cover limit.
107,308 ha (48%) should not be cleared because they had been protected by earlier
company commitments.

EoF so far has only analyzed satellite images taken many months before 1 February 2013,
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the date for which SMG/APP issued its moratorium. However, one spot check of satellite
images in 2013 revealed that, by the onset of SMG/APP’s moratorium, SMG/APP supplier PT.
Suntara Gajapati had already cleared the 1,502 hectares of forest it could clear without
infringing legal issues and previous corporate conservation commitments58. In conclusion, at
most 5,171 hectares remain in SMG/APP’s Riau concessions that benefit from the company’s
new FCP. These forests are small, scattered fragments in several concessions, possibly too
small to make a meaningful contribution to ecosystem conservation or even to survive
(Appendix 1). They are also so small that they are difficult to show in Map 5.

Update: 1,502 ha
cleared since
2012. FCP protects
at most 5,171 ha.

Figure 2.—Percentage of forest lost and remaining in SMG/APP suppliers’ concessions in
Riau, Sumatra. Any given block of lost and remaining forest may fall into several of the listed
categories but here is only listed once to avoid double counting. For example a forest cleared
in violation of an APP commitment on deep peat inside a zone protected by the TGHK spatial
plan is only listed as forest lost in the TGHK category.
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Map 5. Forest remaining in SMG/APP suppliers’ concessions that is legally protected,
protected by previous company commitments, or available for clearance.

Photo 1.—Mixed Tropical Hardwood cleared before the 1 February 2013 moratorium in PT.
Ruas Utama Jaya in APP’s self-declared “Senepis Tiger Sanctuary”, waiting to be transported
to APP’s pulp mill. Photo taken by Eyes on the Forest at 1o51'35.48"N, 101o3'14.39"E on 14
January 2013.
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Conclusions
EoF’s analysis finds that







89% of the natural forest remaining in 2012 inside SMG/APP suppliers’ 929,204 hectares
Riau concession empire was already protected by law and an extra 8% protected by
APP’s previous conservation commitments. The FCP protects an additional 5,171
hectares at most.
77% of the natural forest lost between 1985 and 2012 inside SMG/APP suppliers’
concessions occurred in legally questionable ways as these forests had been protected
by the TGHK spatial plan, the >3m peat depth limit, and/or the 10% minimum
concession forest cover limit.
83% of the natural forest lost between 1985 and 2012 inside SMG/APP suppliers’
concessions had been habitats of Critically Endangered Sumatran elephants and tigers.
77% of the natural forest lost between 1985 and 2012 inside SMG/APP suppliers’
concessions occurred on peat soil, which continue to cause carbon emissions from being
drained to maintain and harvest acacia plantations.

EoF’s analysis showed that the policy was announced only after APP suppliers had exhausted
the forests they could clear, and without committing to the restoration of “protected yet lost”
forests, forests in habitat of critically endangered species, or the rehabilitation of peat soils.
SMG/APP commissioned its much advertised High Conservation Value assessments for
concessions which had already completed their planned deforestation and in which almost all
remaining forest was already protected. Without restoration commitment, these
assessments carry little if any value.
A recent study by Greenomics concluded that APP released its FCP only after their suppliers
had run out of forests to clear also in other provinces in Sumatra. The same may be true for
areas controlled by SMG/APP suppliers in Kalimantan. But potential benefits of the FCP for
Kalimantan concessions have not yet been independently evaluated. A lack of detailed
company data has delayed such an analysis.
Lack of transparency also is hindering truly independent monitoring of the current FCP’s
implementation. SMG/APP announced an internal monitoring program on the
implementation of its FCP and wrote “APP will welcome independent 3rd party observers to
verify the implementation”59. Yet, so far the monitoring is conducted only internally without
independent CSOs’ participation as there is not yet an agreed protocol for “independent
observation” to provide CSOs the unconditional access and data necessary to implement a
truly independent monitoring program60.
The policy also lacks another essential commitment. It continues to allow MTH to be
delivered to SMG/APP mills indefinitely, creating a loophole that suppliers used to “very open
mill gates” may try to exploit. As this analysis and many previous EoF investigative reports
have shown, SMG/APP suppliers have delivered very large volumes of MTH from legally
questionable clearance and potential high conservation value forests to the company’s pulp
mills for many years. There may be suppliers who try to deliver MTH from new deforestation
sites instead of only FCP-allowed MTH supplies, such as those cut before 1 February 2013 or
cleared “from land which is not forest, such as scrub land61”, non High Conservation Value
(HCV) and non High Carbon Stock (HCS). “Business as usual” may prevail. CSOs in West
Kalimantan recently found canal building and logging activities in the concessions of APP
suppliers under moratorium62.
The fact that SMG/APP announced its policy only after their suppliers finished their planned
deforestation in Sumatra, continues to accept tropical forest fiber, and has not committed to
repair the damage the company’s long history of clearance of Indonesia’s forests has caused,
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indicates that the company has no interest in conserving the country’s natural resources.

Eyes on the Forest Recommendations for SMG/APP
Addressing the issues outlined in this report could make SMG/APP’s new FCP truly the
breakthrough forest and peat conservation Indonesia needs so badly. For that the company
would need to:
1. Restore selected peatlands and forests lost in protected (according to TGHK, >3m peat,
10% forest minimum), High Carbon Stock and High Conservation Value areas in
suppliers’ concessions.
2. Stop accepting all tropical forest fiber at all mills by 5 May 2013, the date of the first
quarterly report on the new FCP to close all potential loopholes for abuse and make the
monitoring of full implementation of the new FCP straightforward and without doubt.
3. Mitigate the damage infrastructure like roads and canals cause to surrounding natural
forests and wildlife.
4. Provide detailed information on all existing and past suppliers’ concessions including
information on concession boundaries, land cover, High Conservation Value (HCV) and
High Carbon Stock (HCS) areas identified by SMG/APP contractors, and provide civil
society with access to all concessions and facilities to allow truly independent
stakeholder monitoring of the FCP.
5. Provide information on new concession areas and mill expansion plans in Indonesia to
allow CSOs to independently evaluate future conservation benefits of the FCP.

Eyes on the Forest recommendation to APP buyers and other business
partners
Do not buy SMG/APP’s products until truly independent monitoring by EoF has confirmed that
the company
• has committed to restore selected forests and rehabilitate peat soils it cleared or
damaged in the past in HCV, HCS and protected areas in its concession,
• has stopped accepting tropical forest wood at all mills,
• has provided CSOs with all the data necessary for truly independent monitoring, and
• has demonstrated a proven track record of successful implementation of the above and
its improved forest conservation policy for a period of time.

END
For further information, please contact:
Eyes on the Forest Editor
Email: editor(at)eyesontheforest.or.id
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Appendix 1. SMG/APP suppliers in Riau Province, Sumatra

Relationship
to SMG/APP

GIS area
Company name
(ha)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"
"Own"

20

A

"Own"

21

A

22

Natural forest
remaining in
mid 2012
(ha)

(%)

Small natural forest blocks
remaining in 2012 which
might benefit from FCP.
(% total
forest)

(ha)

PT. Arara Abadi - Beringin
PT. Arara Abadi - Minas
PT. Arara Abadi - Minas
PT. Arara Abadi - Pelalawan
PT. Arara Abadi - Sedinginan
PT. Arara Abadi - Sedinginan
PT. Arara Abadi - Minas
PT. Arara Abadi - Pelalawan
PT. Arara Abadi - Pelalawan
PT. Arara Abadi - Duri
PT. Arara Abadi - Beringin
PT. Arara Abadi - Nilo
PT. Arara Abadi - Duri
PT. Arara Abadi - Pulau Muda
PT. Arara Abadi - Siak
PT. Riau Abadi Lestari
PT. Riau Abadi Lestari
PT. Riau Abadi Lestari
PT. Satria Perkasa Agung
PT. Satria Perkasa Agung - ex. HPHTI PT.
Intipalma

9,542
8,655
3,552
848
7,192
3,623
14,779
23,524
28,993
57,818
15,857
26,439
88,885
28,218
44,963
6,259
4,139
5,434
13,475

0
0
0
7
47
94
131
688
960
1,659
1,785
2,510
3,766
6,654
7,195
0
0
0
730

0%
0%
0%
1%
1%
3%
1%
3%
3%
3%
11%
9%
4%
24%
16%
0%
0%
0%
5%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
230
1,519
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
3%
21%
0%

33,841

816

2%

0

0%

"Own"

PT. Satria Perkasa Agung - Serapung

11,867

2,900

24%

21

1%

A

"Own"

PT. Satria Perkasa Agung & KTH. Sinar
Merawang - Pulau Muda

9,885

3,193

32%

0

0%

23

A

"Own"

PT. Satria Perkasa Agung - Pulau Muda

40,581

14,229

35%

54

0%

24

A

"Own"

PT. Satria Perkasa Agung

21,197

21,197

100%

0

0%

25

B

"Independent"

PT. Balai Kayang Mandiri

6,031

235

4%

0

0%

26

B

"Independent"

PT. Balai Kayang Mandiri

8,829

4,313

49%

0

0%

27

B

"Independent"

PT. Balai Kayang Mandiri

6,352

6,352

100%

311

5%

28

B

"Independent"

PT. Bina Duta Laksana

29,200

8,253

28%

213

3%

29

B

"Independent"

PT. Mutiara Sabuk Khatulistiwa

44,314

25,694

58%

327

1%

30

B

"Independent"

PT. Riau Indo Agropalma

9,704

2,842

29%

1,104

39%

31

B

"Independent"

PT. Ruas Utama Jaya

16,161

743

5%

0

0%

32

B

"Independent"

PT. Ruas Utama Jaya

28,612

5,835

20%

697

12%

33

B

"Independent"

PT. Suntara Gajapati

34,790

8,970

26%

1,502*

17%

34

C

"Independent"

PT. Bina Daya Bentala

20,386

1,849

9%

0

0%

35

C

"Independent"

PT. Bukit Batu Hutani Alam

33,057

6,200

19%

0

0%
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36

C

"Independent"

PT. Mitra Hutani Jaya

9,672

2,283

24%

396

17%

37
38
39
40

C
C
C
C

"Independent"
"Independent"
"Independent"
"Independent"

PT. Perawang Sukses Perkasa Industri
PT. Perawang Sukses Perkasa Industri
PT. Perawang Sukses Perkasa Industri
PT. Perawang Sukses Perkasa Industri

6,848
7,520
23,084
24,540

531
0
40
2,924

8%
0%
0%
12%

0
0
0
296

0%
0%
10%

41

C

"Independent"

PT. Rimba Mandau Lestari

5,604

261

5%

0

0%

42

C

"Independent"

PT. Sakato Pratama Makmur

21,895

4,414

20%

0

0%

43

C

"Independent"

PT. Sakato Pratama Makmur

22,888

10,071

44%

0

0%

44

D

"Independent"

PT. Artelindo Wiratama

10,232

2,076

20%

0

0%

45
46

D
D

"Independent"
"Independent"

PT. Dexter Timber Perkasa Indonesia
PT. Inhil Hutani Pratama

21,767
11,561

8,738
856

40%
7%

0
0

0%
0%

47

D

"Independent"

PT. Putra Riau Perkasa

16,594

16,594

100%

0

0%

929,204

188,635

20%

6,672

3.5%

Total area

* This forest block no longer exists. PT Suntara Gajapati cleared it before the moratorium deadline of 1 February 2013.
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